
The Museum of Inter-Tactility

‘Inter-tactility goes beyond the narrow understanding of tactility alone. If tactility is 

the sensation of touch, Inter-tactility is a state of feeling connected with all objects 

we share our environments with and physically embracing these things as a method 

for achieving this state.’

JACK LOWERSON



Throughout I will draw your attention to a series of documents which are 

mysteriously untraceable to their original founders. They record the process 

of the creation of a brand known as ‘ZAO’, surrounding a set of core principles 

for achieving what the creators called ‘inter-tactility’. These ideas seemingly 

originated from a speculative scenario: an entity that lacks the ability to 

retain information mentally, and which lacks contextual understanding of the 

objects and organisms it encounters, would have to learn through a process 

of collection and physically ‘becoming’ the environment. As you can see 

from the images, these early prototype tools are found with dirt, leaves and 

general refuse which have been captured by the materials. Objects like plastic 

cups and twigs sit alongside coins and sponges, and do not compete for any 

specific value “determined by resale potential...functionality or prestige”⁴. 

What do I propose should belong in this Museum? The collections must en-

courage user-participation that allow visitors to become more aware of their 

positions amongst networks of objects and organisms. It must communicate 

an eco-phenomenological language that addresses “[the anonymity of groups 

to each other causing] the indifference to which the Earth’s surface has been 

stripped”¹. I will apply the term ‘ab-human’ to the entities which will inhabit 

it – that which exists outside of the anthropocentric notions of value because 

they “do not belong...[and] cannot be reconciled with the homely”². This may 

be true of wading through a pool of water while clothed or wearing the weight 

of concrete. Perhaps they are any objects that entice us due to their lack of an 

agent acting upon them³. 

early prototype images



‘We welcome all to the Museum of Inter-Tactility. 

Please remember to touch everything and kindly 

replace any object you decide to collect around the 

Museum with one of your own.’

But this does not mean the ab-human is limited to the ‘grotesque’. Instead, 

the Museum will prompt visitors to experience a variety of objects and their 

material properties by feeling, collecting, exchanging and rearranging them 

to apply new understandings of value in a similarly naïve way to that of a 

being disassociated with our world. They will confront and experience objects 

and substances actively in ways the traditional museum does not when their 

narratives are constructed by objects selected purposefully by single bodies 

of curators.  

I intend to argue the case for the Museum of Inter-Tactility by evaluating the 

work of this brand ‘ZAO’ and positioning the Museum as an object of critical 

design: highlighting that a re-evaluation of passive and vicarious human 

experiences with objects in the quotidian must be informed by an exposure 

to the ‘ab-human’ within public environments so that visitors may become 

equipped to discover more insightful and more engaged ways of empathising 

with others and larger ecological issues.



‘As you make your way through the auditorium, 

treat the things you meet as if you had never 

met them before. Appreciate these objects. Feel 

them. Allow them to share in your conversations 

and the exchanges you make between others’.

The ZAO brand produced several high fashion garments extended from this 

research into methods of collection. Alongside the inter-tactility bags and gloves 

was a device that would be strapped to the wrist, allowing the cone-structure 

to prevent the user from visualizing the objects they touch. These tools share 

a conceptual basis to Director Jonathan Glazer’s ‘Under the Skin’ (2013), in 

which the alien protagonist assimilates with our world by adopting human 

characteristics yet remains ‘otherly’ in their inability to empathise with the 

humans is prays on. A device such as this suggests an aim to approach objects 

in our world from an entirely unbiased point of view, to gain understanding of 

all objects and organisms through the physical sensation of touch and action 

rather than their appearance or position in history and culture. 



When ZAO took these items into the world, we can see they began the first 

tentative steps into fracturing the anthropocentric tendency to “confront 

things, translate them...and reduce them to one level of reality”. Potential 

solutions to addressing this problem were being explored through the act 

of storing the items in the bags and allowing refuse to be deposited on the 

clothing. They become ‘worn’ by the user. Narratives of the spaces that this 

individual has traversed become ingrained on their person, and perhaps the 

brand also attempted to demonstrate the potential for reconnecting with the 

spaces human beings become estranged from when segregated by the built 

environment. 



‘The Museum is your introduction to another 

way of experiencing the world. Move amongst 

these substances in ways previously unknown 

to you. Start to create your own archives and 

consider how they communicate with you.’

I am aware that an argument against the Museum of Inter-Tactility is that it 

remains intrinsically anthropocentric by the nature of the institution. The 

traditional framework of the museum suggests its necessity to “[exclude 

objects] to...separate ideas from the chaos of things” and the importance 

of acting as a basis of education through doing so. Despite being designed 

to expose visitors to a variety of new experiences and material encounters 

through touch and the act of collecting, the result (rather than communicating 

a coherent narrative over eco-phenomenological concerns) could end up 

being a cacophony of mis-matched items which do no more than invite the 

same kind of detached contemplation due to the fact that the architecture 

itself demands this kind of response. Can anything be an ‘inter-tactile object’ 

when people are given the freedom to collect, store, adjust and replace items 

at their will? We may be able to learn from some of the ventures pursued by 

the ZAO brand when considering these dilemmas. 

In placing these practices within the Museum of Inter-Tactility, people of 

all ages would be encouraged to once again delve into this way of being to 

comment on the wider issues of ‘simulacra and simulations’ as discussed by 

Jean Baudrillard. Baudrillard’s analogies using objects like the TV demonstrated 

how simulations brought to life through media like film and advertising can 

create a world so alien to us because of its familiarity, but lack of transparency. 

This is a symptom, perhaps, of the chaos of ab-human objects also, objects 

“we fear because we have no idea what they will do next”⁴. The Museum will 

intend to intercept on this phenomenon, opening the possibility for people to 

experience their environment when lacking the necessary means to do so in 

the outside world.



The products of the Autumn/Winter collection documented here were 

designed to allow individuals to “curate their own archive. Their own identity”. 

As can be seen from their advertising campaign, the individuals become 

museums of very personal encounters. There should be a departure from this 

individualism to create a space for increased public participation. This is largely 

because human beings have an inherent fear of the ab-human as something 

which is uncontrollable, which is often found in “landscapes partially emptied 

of the human”
10

. By situating these objects and the tools necessary for 

people to learn more about them within an “already established taxonomy 

of what things are possible”11, the Museum will enter a kind of ab-human 

state, where the enclosed architecture contradicts these material exchanges 

and immersive interactions with materials and visitors become part of the 

collection themselves. 

These garments will be restored and used as tools for visitors of the museum 

to explore their potentials within a controlled environment and support the 

Museum’s role as a place of speculation over what an inter-tactile object can 

be; conglomerates of items to create new object networks perhaps?  In other 

words, the Museum relies on them to become mobile units of inter-tactile 

information interweaving and aliasing with many different items throughout 

the space – without which it would cease to exist as a place of learning. This will 

strengthen the institution’s identity as a space of performative and interactive 

intervention also, a playground of inter-tactile encounters mediating and 

communicating with the public and highlighting how nature and culture are 

“phenomenologically inseparable”12.



The importance of the Museum as a mediator with the 

public originates from a concern with use of language 

and how to communicate phenomenological 

practices to a wide audience. 

We may once again refer to ZAO to learn from their 

experience. The production of their high fashion 

garments provided a basis for integrating their 

products into the world and alludes to a fetishism 

with the inter-tactile lifestyle. As stated in their 

Spring/Summer product launch 2019 prior to their 

disappearance, “Our products are clean, minimal and 

desirable”. It is as if to be actively engaging with so 

many ab-human entities and displaying the remnants 

of experience on the body is to be admired. 

As illustrated from the advertising, there is the element 

of the seductive ‘otherness’ which consumers “want 

to change [them] and [them] to change the quality 

of the other to become a unique hybrid”13. This desire 

to be seduced and transformed is expressed no more 

clearly than in the brand’s calculated method to play 

into an obsession with individualism in consumer 

culture. 

This is the point where contradictions in their ethos began to 

emerge; where constructions of their identity as a brand provided 

a dialogue with the consumer that was ambiguously ‘alien’; where 

their apparent desire to promote the more experiential is entangled 

with questions of exploitation of the consumer “running after...

pleasurable...more comforting sensations”14. It was the establishing 

of a clear ethos that qualified their deeper understanding of the 

process of inter-tactility. 



Prior to the brand construction however, ZAO had documented the potential 

of a ‘noun-less’ language as another way of exploring these concepts. This 

embodied their aim to understand the world without the simulacra of object 

labels and contexts, challenging object hierarchies and framing value as “a 

function...of subject activity”,15 but was I assume, unsuccessful due to its sheer 

‘otherness’ that could not penetrate existing understandings and provide a 

basis for the brand ethos.

 The Museum of Inter-Tactility takes more inspiration from more performative 

methods of public engagement. The image depicts members of the public 

engaged with using the products, acting as another angle for communicating 

the brand ethos through actions of ‘user-centered design’ and attempting to 

place their products within this framework. 

Challenges arise through these methods however, particularly where the 

proposals presented are posed directly at the user as in this case and become 

subject to preconceptions of how they ‘should’ be used. The museum takes 

speculation further by providing a space where visitors are acknowledged as 

being unpredictable and their relationship with the space can become open to 

interpretation¹. They will have the freedom to explore the potentials of object 

collections and exchanges for themselves to pose an understanding of inter-

tactility.



‘The Museum is here for your learning. 

Question how the materials within 

your periphery make you feel and how 

they inform the knowledge of your 

environment. Take them with you and 

allow yourself to be immersed with them.’
The Museum is a home for speculative proposals of their own, in the 

same way that the brand had become. Speculative in the sense that 

it introduces an alternative lifestyle to be critically considered by its 

patrons and challenges the assumptions of what a museum ‘should’ 

be. The concept of tactility alone is not new to these spaces. Duchamp 

and Breton’s book cover for ‘Le Surréalisme en 1947’ for example, 

intended to provoke a physical disturbance response through objects 

in attempts to remove ‘remote contemplation’ from the gallery 

space and reconnect audiences with the agency of the artists. This 

was founded through principles of “that which becomes apparent to 

the individual, does so through the sense [of tactility]”17. This object 

remains attached to the values imposed upon it by its place within art 

history however and that of a sexual narrative, thereby ceasing to be 

understood as an object of inter-tactility within this context largely 

because of this status.

Photo of front cover for ‘Le Surréalisme en 1947, Andre Breton and Marcel Duchamp, [available at: 

https://dantebea.com/category/collages-photomontages-2/andre-breton-collages-photomontages/

?iframe=true&preview=true%2Ffeed%2F]



Similarly, explorations in the methods of play and learning of 

young children at the ‘Please Touch’ Museum, Philadelphia, 

are already well-established for encouraging the physical 

interaction with tactile objects and going beyond the 

detachment of the merely visual¹, but these interactions are 

still strongly grounded in pre-existing scenarios determined 

by the spaces curated by the museum. It becomes more 

restricting of a wider scope of knowledge created by the 

“predictable and familiar...[providing] a reassuring pattern 

of stimulation”¹⁴ for these young people which plays into 

the human desire for order. There is the argument that the 

Museum of Inter-tactility does not address these concerns 

of human/non-human networks directly enough because of 

this speculative approach. Koskinen et al. comments that 

“for critique to be meaningful, it must be directed at those 

who contribute to [the critiqued] culture”², and arguably 

the brand’s ’desirable’ products can be compared to other 

design approaches in product design which may be better 

suited to addressing ecological concerns, for example by 

evaluating the role of the designer in marketing and their 

use of materials in industry to be integrated directly into 

the public.²¹

Webpage from ‘Please Touch Museum’ Website, [available at: https://www.
pleasetouchmuseum.org/explore/permanent-exhibits/]

I appreciate here also, that receding control over the visitor’s reception of 

objects may not be wholly effective when placed in the hands of unpredictable 

individuals, but promote the existence of the Museum as a critical object 

itself to allow for ambiguity and inclusiveness via the use of these tools of 

engagement and the backdrop of playful exploration of the ‘ab-human’, 

conveyed partly by the unusual degree of freedom the space exhibits.

Countering this, I conclude my proposal for the Museum with the conviction 

that it will do more for public engagement and understanding than a brand 

marketing proposal could. By using visitors as vehicles for developing their 

own exploration within the educational framework, it makes the statement 

of using ‘user orientated curation’ as a method for creating reflective space 

for wider eco-phenomenological concerns that industrial processes could not. 

Within these industries, there remain too many contradictions in aims and 

“disinformation to muddle public opinion required to choose [sustainable 

solutions]”²². In this way, the Museum becomes the speculative stage for 

placing its visitors at the forefront of exploration into what it means to be 

‘Inter-tactile’ and being able to apply this learning to other scenarios in the 

real world through the objects they engage with. This is largely influenced by 

the view that “designers cannot anticipate the meaning users will assign to 

an artefact”²³ and the Museum should therefore place its visitors within ‘ab-

human’, perhaps uncomfortable sensations that go beyond the merely tactile. 



‘We thank you for visiting the Museum of Inter-

Tactility. The objects you have displaced 

today will remain so for other visitors to 

encounter. The items you have decided to 

take and replace with your own are records o f 

t h i s  s p a c e  a n d  o f  t h e  interactions you 

experienced there. You are part of a wider network 

linked by the chain of these objects.’ 
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